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reality, actual, practice (.j., combined)实际
fan, to be infatuated with
bewitch, infatuate, charm迷
reason, sense (d.., combined)

jasmine (m..)
white jasmine茉
to be keen on, interest, hobby

bright, sunny (in extroverted)
distinct, clear

interrogation, questioning (a suspect)

to test
examine, verify, inspect验

seven credit cards七张信用卡
academic credit

bottom
underside, underneath

my goodness, expel breath (h..)
scold, yawn, laughing sound

everybody (a term of address) (g..,
combined)

to twist
wrench, seize, grasp, turn

please (mf) drive ahead

not have the means or ability, no way (wc,
noun)无从
brands (.p.)

easy, light, soft, gentle (in relaxed)
simple

no wonder

to agree (to do something), to answer, to
promise (d..)

to reply
answer, return, assent to

wholehearted, sincere (zx)

bored, nonsense (wl)

very soon, Russian, suddenly
sudden(ly)

forget this and that
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married woman, Mrs., wife, Madam太太
to deliberate, to discuss (y..)
consult, talk over

chemistry

to get along

to decide, to be clear about (sh)

baseball

as a matter of fact the
window was open

he originally ate meat, he
used to eat meat他原来吃肉

to save (money, time)

to discipline, to teach (gj)管教
evil goods

hey (h..)
be quiet, be silent

to start from scratch, from
nothing to arrive at having

(3rd person possessive pronoun, classical Chinese)
their, his, its, that, her

选
literature

to sing extremely
fantastic

to resolve, to untie
loosen, explain, unfasten

often, frequently

pure and new, fresh and clean

relaxed, loose
fir tree, pine tree

to guide, guidance

to discuss, to talk (t..)
surname, conversation谈
philosophy

once more, re-, again (cx)

to deal with money
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frame of mind, mood

to reach
very, arrive, extremely

all day long整天
Thai language

to quarrel not vengeful

to point, finger
toe, indicate

inland, interior内地
to part, to separate (.k.)

world
era, generation

to earn money, to make profit (combined)

to extend ones hand

to harbor resentment, to bear a grudge

(# for degree of temperature, heat, hardness, humidity), stan
system, to consider, manner

talk, to converse, conversation谈话
jasmine (l..)
white jasmine

relaxed, light (combined)

juice
sap, liquor, fluid, sauce, gravy

slope, sloping, slanted (p..)
bank, hillside

branch of academic of vocational study
section, science, department

to touch
bump into, collide

pollen

finance, banking

forgetful, scatterbrained

what on earth, in the end

essence, quality (in character)
nature, sex, character

cozy, snug (ss)


